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Prison Gangs 

 

Abstract 

Prison gangs are a growing problem in prisons. In recent times, Skarbek’s (2011, 2014) 

governance theory has become increasingly popular in explaining their emergence. Yet, this 

theory downplays the role that deprivation and importation theories can play in understanding 

the emergence and behaviour of these gangs. This chapter seeks to address this shortcoming 

by demonstrating how the inclusion of these theories, alongside the governance theory, can 

enhance our understanding of prison gang emergence and when gang fragmentation or 

consolidation may occur. Drawing on research conducted in the US and beyond, this chapter 

argues that a holistic understanding of prison gangs and their monopolisation of power 

requires a consideration of the importation and deprivation theories, together with Skarbek’s 

(2011, 2014) governance theory. Special attention is paid to the wider role political and social 

processes may play in influencing whether monopoly power by prison gangs is supported and 

legitimised or not.  

 

Introduction 

Prison gangs are a growing problem in prisons worldwide (Dias and Darke 2016; 

Fleisher and Decker 2001; Oleinik 2003; Skarbek 2011, 2014; Steinberg 2004; Winterdyk 

and Ruddell 2010). Yet, many issues continue to plague this field of inquiry. In this chapter, 

we will discuss a number of these, summarised by three questions: what are prison gangs? 

How and why do prison gangs emerge? How can we explain variation in form - the number 

and organization - of prison gangs in different prison systems? These questions cannot be 

answered independently of each other, as how one defines a prison gang will influence how 

its emergence is theorized and the differences we see across penal systems. We argue that the 

relatively recent emphasis on the concept of governance in the study of prison gangs has been 

helpful for defining and understanding the emergence of these gangs. However, in order to 

conduct comparative analyses of prison gangs, long-standing penological theories of 

importation and deprivation should also be considered. In conclusion, we discuss the 

implications of some of these academic debates for practitioners.     

 



What are prison gangs? 

 

Despite the growth in prison gang research, there continues to be a lack of an 

internationally agreed upon definition of what constitutes a prison gang (Aldridge et al. 2012; 

Medina et al. 2013; Smithson et al. 2012; Weerman et al. 2009). Lyman (1989, p. 48) defines 

a prison gang as a “self-perpetuating criminally oriented entity, consisting of a select group of 

inmates who have established an organized chain of command and are governed by an 

established code of conduct”. Other definitions focus on the number of people involved, their 

origination in the prison system and the extent to which their activities pose a threat to 

institutional safety and order (Wood 2006; Winterdyk and Ruddell 2010). The lack of an 

agreed definition reflects wider debates in the literature regarding what constitutes a ‘gang’ 

and how ‘gang’ is understood in different jurisdictions (Aldridge et al. 2012; Medina et al. 

2013; Smithson et al. 2012). Some researchers have sought to agree a common definition of 

gang membership (Weerman et al. 2009), while others argue such definitions are too broad, 

contribute to net-widening and may conflate gang membership with gang involvement and 

groups simply involved in recreational drug use (Aldridge et al. 2012; Medina et al. 2013; 

Smithson et al. 2012).  

How gangs are defined can have important consequences as different individuals may 

be identified as gang members depending on which definition is used (Matsuda et al. 2012). 

There is also debate over how street gangs and prison gangs relate to each other. While some 

argue that prison gangs demonstrate greater racial exclusivity, hierarchical/rigid command 

structures, loyalty and age than street gangs, others have disputed this arguing that prison 

gangs are very similar to street gangs (Maxson 2012; Pyrooz et al. 2011). Gaston and 

Huebner (2015) state that, like street gangs, prison gangs have a collective identity, are 

committed to criminal activity and have an enduring structure. Research indicates that prison 

gangs are like street gangs in their beliefs, characteristics and activities (Mitchell et al. 2017). 

Nevertheless, differences are evident as prison gang members are not always street gang 

members and they vary in the extent to which they continue to be an active gang member 

upon their release (Pyrooz and Decker 2019). These findings suggest that prison and street 

gangs can exist independently of each other and that theories used to understand behavior in 

the community may not always be directly transferrable to prison. 



Skarbek (2014), in his influential work on prison gangs, produces a definition of 

prison gangs that focuses on structure. He emphasises the selective nature of prison gang 

membership, how gangs exist as corporate entities, their organised hierarchical structure, 

recruitment of members from the prison population and widespread involvement in criminal 

behavior. Additionally, Skarbek (2011, 2014) draws attention to the governance functions 

that prison gangs perform, regulating prison life from the management of illicit markets to the 

resolution of conflicts. Prison gangs are not defined by the governance function, but they 

produce governance in a very specific way that is analytically distinct from alternative 

structures which may also enable prisoners to coordinate collectively in prison. One such 

alternative structure is the ‘inmate code’ (Sykes 1958; Sykes and Messinger 1960). The 

inmate code is a decentralized mechanism of governance, consisting of an unwritten set of 

rules that emphasises hostility to prison administrations and loyalty to other prisoners. 

Punishment for breaches of the inmate code involve ostracism from the prisoner society. 

Skarbek (2014) argues that the inmate code can produce governance but in a structurally very 

different manner. In contrast to the inmate code, prison gangs are centralized providers of 

governance; their codes are often written ‘constitutions’ and their punishments are decided 

upon and enforced by a clear hierarchy, often involving violence.  

The contrast between decentralized and centralized mechanisms of prisoner-produced 

governance is useful. However, conceptual confusion still reigns in the muddy empirical 

reality of studying the internal dynamics of prisoner societies. For instance, the word ‘gang’ 

is quite specific to the US context and most research on gangs comes from the US. Aspects of 

some of the definitions above place an emphasis on prison gangs’ exclusionary ethnic and 

racial boundaries; yet these simply do not exist in other cultural contexts. Skarbek’s (2014) 

definition of a prison gang as a prison-based corporate entity, structurally centralized, 

hierarchical and providing governance to prisoners would equally apply to paramilitary 

organizations in prison in Northern Ireland. Yet, the latter would baulk at the prison gang 

label given their political identities and goals. In research on Latin America, some researchers 

are careful not to use the term gang at all. Biondi (2017) describes the Sao Paolo-based PCC 

(First Command of the Capital) not as a prison gang but as a ‘movement’ made up of many 

sub-movements. Through these movements the PCC emerges as a quality of human relations 

in prison. Researchers have also expressed reservations about the term ‘prison gang’ when 

discussing Brazil given the abuses of the Brazilian state and the emphasis in the PCC on 



social and economic justice and prisoner unity that cross-cuts race and ethnicity (Adorno and 

Dias 2019; Dias and Salla 2017).  

In Venezuela, Antillano (2017) suggests that prisoner governance is provided through 

neither an inmate code nor identifiable and distinct prison gangs. Instead, he argues that 

Venezuelan prisons are dominated by ‘carceral self-rule’ which is: “prison practices and 

structures, usually violent and illegal, through which prisoners, or a group of them, control, 

regulate and govern collective life in prison” (Antillano 2017, p. 26). While this sounds like 

prison gangs, Antillano argues (2017, p. 26) that: “this condition [cannot] be understood as 

prison gangs…because while prison gangs control only particular groups of inmates (often 

attendant to ethnicity or origin) and dispute power with the administration and other gangs, 

carceral self-rule maintains relatively stable, effective, and often exclusive control of the 

people within the prison as a whole”. Carceral self-rule in Venezuela is then a system-wide 

informal centralized governing structure that co-produces order with formal authorities, 

similar to prisoner self-governance in the former Soviet Union. One of the authors of this 

chapter (Slade) has studied prison gangs in four prison systems in the former Soviet space – 

Georgia, Lithuania, Kyrgyzstan and Moldova. In these countries, a Soviet-era caste system 

headed by a ruling faction known as vory-v-zakone (thieves-professing-the-code) still exists 

and, as in Venezuela, any attempt to fragment this social structure into competing gangs 

divided on alternative lines (whether ethnic, ideological or geographic) is punished.  

The question of whether one wants to call such divergent phenomena ‘prison gangs’ 

is not only a problem for the analyst concerned about conceptual stretching. The word ‘gang’ 

has very specific, negative, connotations. Yet, most gang researchers struggle with where the 

boundaries of a gang lie: who is peripheral, who is just involved, who is a full member? 

Prisoners also need stability and certainty in interactions, they need credible information 

about each other, and their environment, and they need secure access to licit and illicit goods. 

All these needs require governance, but as Macauley asks (2017), when is this governance 

survival-oriented and when is it violent and rent-oriented? McDonnell (2013) similarly 

questions theories that treat prison gangs as profit-maximizing firms or market regulators 

looking to expand their markets, instead asking whether they are not better seen first as 

Weberian budgetary units aimed at organizing consumption of scarce goods.  

A moral dilemma emerges when scholars consider the question of how prison reform 

that problematizes prisoner self-governance should take place. Several studies have 



recognised that the production of governance by prisoners can be put to good use in the 

pursuance of more accountable and democratic prison environments (Piacentini and Slade 

2015; Macauley 2017). On these accounts, reformers should not aim to completely destroy 

prisoner governance but reshape it. The use of the language of gangs, referred to as security 

threat group in prison administration jargon, makes these ideas much harder to sell as 

possible policy solutions. Instead, the effects of strong-arm interventions by prison 

administrations to break up prison gangs often lead to increased violence and brutality, a 

weakening of administrative legitimacy and, consequently, a resiliently high demand for non-

state governance (Slade 2016; Darke 2018). It is this demand for non-state governance that 

can be one of the drivers that produces prison gangs in the first place.  

  

Why do prison gangs emerge? 

 

Until recently, two main theoretical approaches - the importation and deprivation 

models – dominated understandings not just of prison gangs but of behaviour in prison more 

broadly. The deprivation model argues that the peculiarities of the prison environment create 

‘pains’ or deprivations that uniquely shape prison behavior and can lead people to behave 

differently in prison compared to the outside world. The deprivation model largely developed 

out of the classic works of prison sociology in the US. Weinberg (1942) considers the social 

structure of the prison in terms of the reciprocal antagonism and demeaning and mocking 

attitudes of both prisoners and guards. For Weinberg (1942), the conflict that can exist 

between guards and prisoners can lead to mistrust and prisoners developing their own forms 

of self-governance that individuals become subject to by virtue of belonging to the prisoner 

group. Sykes’ (1958) also analysed the prison as a social system that emerges from the 

interactions between prisoners and guards. He identified the structural failure of the prison 

institution to impose full control over prisoners and it is from this failure we can understand 

the agreements, negotiations and the division of power that effectively produces prisoner self-

governance, including prison gangs. In Sykes' (1958) work, the precariousness and instability 

of order in prison is the key to understanding its dynamics. Prison order is always subject to 

rupture and is dependent on agreements that end up reducing the power of the administration 

and guards. Moreover, he points out that, regardless of personality, the pains of imprisonment 



– deprivation of liberty, sex, access to goods and so on - favours the adoption of criminal 

behaviour. 

Concerning prison gangs, deprivation theory claims that these gangs emerge due to 

the pains experienced in prison. For example, the fear of victimization, the limited means by 

which to demonstrate status and the restricted access to goods are believed to be common 

deprivations that lead people to join prison gangs (Lessing 2017; Skarbek 2014; Winterdyk 

and Ruddell 2010). Indeed, while some have raised questions about the extent to which gang 

involvement is linked to status in prison (Kreager et al. 2017), the desire to integrate, obtain 

status, belong and be protected, as well as to facilitate trade, are common explanations given 

by gang members for their gang involvement (Pyrooz and Decker 2019).  

Alongside deprivation theory, importation theory has also been used to understand the 

rise of prison gangs. Importation theory emphasizes the societal role gang culture and street 

gang structures play in creating and shaping prison gangs (Irwin 1980; DeLisi et al. 2011; 

Jacobs 1974, 1977; Pyrooz et al. 2011).  Recent research confirms that prison gangs share 

beliefs, characteristics and activities with street gangs but variations in gang membership are 

evident (Mitchell et al. 2017). Prison gang members are not always street gang members and 

they vary in the extent to which they continue to be active gang members upon their release 

(Pyrooz and Decker 2019). According to Sãnchez-Jankowski (2003), street gangs cannot be 

understood without understanding the wider societal socio-economic, political and historical 

context, as gangs grow and develop in response to social change. Some argue that this is also 

true for prison gangs (Maxson 2012; Pyrooz et al. 2011). 

Many studies have now reached a consensus that a mixture of both deprivation and 

importation theories are required to understand why prison gangs come into existence (Crewe 

2009; Cunha 2014; Mitchell et al. 2017). Skarbek’s (2014, 2016) interventions into this 

theoretical debate have shaken up this consensus view. Skarbek (2014, 2016) questions the 

usefulness of the importation and deprivation models. Reviewing the literature, he finds that 

the empirical evidence for importation theory is weak; there are clearly cases of prison gang 

formation where little or no importation occurred. He also finds that deprivation theory posits 

an invariant prison experience and prisoner identity that cannot fully explain gang 

emergence. Looking at the US, the puzzle for Skarbek is the timing of the emergence of 

prison gangs in different contexts. Why were there no real prison gangs to speak of prior to 

the 1950s? What happened in the post-1950s period to produce them? Why did prison gangs 



emerge in California by mid-twentieth century but much later in other states? According to 

Skarbek (2014, 2016), prisons do not vary in their deprivations enough to explain these 

variations, and in terms of importation, street gangs can exist for years in certain states, cities 

and counties without ever being reproduced in prison.  

Instead of deprivation and importation, Skarbek (2014, 2016) proposes that prison 

gangs emerge in prison populations in which decentralized mechanisms of governance, such 

as an inmate code, cannot be relied upon or when prison officials do not provide adequate 

governance. When explaining the growth of US prison gangs, Skarbek (2011, 2014, 2016) 

finds that certain factors are necessary for producing these groups. Firstly, a rapidly growing 

prison population where prisoners struggle to know one another, secondly the age of the 

prison population becoming younger, and thirdly, an increase in the amount of drugs, drug 

offenders and drug-users in prison. All these factors lead to a decline in trust and the inmate 

code, as a decentralized mechanism of governance, is no longer sufficient to govern prisoner 

interactions in these conditions and thus a growing demand for other forms of governance 

emerges among prisoners. Skarbek (2014, 2016) theorizes that this demand is met by groups 

of individuals who can regulate behaviour by supplying violence: prison gangs. Much like a 

state, these gangs monopolise violence and through this monopoly structure illicit trade.  

Additionally, Skarbek (2014, 2016) argues that prison gangs act through a community 

responsibility system; groups are held responsible for the actions of their members and so 

have an interest in policing member behaviour in order to manage their reputation and 

facilitate trade with other groups (Skarbek 2014, 2016). Such a system is well adapted to the 

conditions of a growing and mistrustful prison population: gangs monitor their own members 

and associates rather than an inefficient inmate code where everyone must monitor everyone 

else. Skarbek (2016) tests his theory through an international comparison and argues that 

where these conditions are present, prison gangs have emerged.  

Applying Skarbek’s (2014, 2016) theory to our cases of prisoner self-governance - 

respectively Brazil, Kyrgyzstan and Northern Ireland - the governance theory of prison gang 

emergence works rather well (see Butler et al. 2018). In all cases, centralized prisoner self-

governance structures emerged at times of mass incarceration where prison staff could not 

provide the governance prisoners needed. Yet questions persist over the form that prison 

gangs have taken in our, and other, jurisdictions and whether we should call these disparate 

forms prison gangs at all. Specifically, there is significant variation in the degree of prison 



gangs’ monopolization of both violence and the governance function across different 

jurisdictions. This ranges from the unified carceral self-rule of Venezuelan prisons through to 

the highly fragmented, localised and racialized prison gangs of the US. Kyrgyzstan and 

Brazil demonstrate relatively monopolistic and consolidated, if contested, informal 

governance. In the former, this is manifested in the form of the homogenous hierarchical vory 

caste system. In the latter, it comes in the form of hegemonic gangs that brook no 

competition, such as the PCC in Sao Paolo or the Third Command in Rio de Janeiro. 

Meanwhile, Northern Ireland produced a plurality of stable and fragmented groups along 

religious and political lines.  

Examining cases across Latin America, Macauley (2017) notes the differences in the 

forms self-governance takes. She mentions the levels of monopolization of governance within 

a single facility, across facilities and inside and outside prison. She adds that there is also 

variation in the levels of autonomy prisoners possess from prison administrations, differences 

in who exercises violence within prison, the material resources that prisoner self-governance 

structures have at their disposal, as well as the immaterial resources (legitimacy, respect, fear) 

they wield. We argue in the remainder of this chapter that variation around structure, form 

and reach of prison gangs can only be understood by combining and complementing 

governance theory with deprivation and importation theories.  

 

Why do prison gangs take different forms? 

 

Deprivation and importation theories retain explanatory importance if we wish to 

understand not just why gangs emerge but why, in some cases, they consolidate and 

monopolise informal governance and, in other cases, they do not. While early studies of 

deprivation theory often used single case studies to generalise about prison experience, it is 

not the case that the pains of imprisonment are necessarily constant and invariant across all 

prisons. Many authors have highlighted how the conditions in prison can vary substantially 

between prison systems and across different prisons in the same prison system, depending on 

the culture, resources and nature of staff-prisoner interactions (Crewe 2009; Cunha 2014; 

Liebling 2004; Ugelvik and Dullum 2012). Combinations of these conditions may both give 

rise to prison gangs and produce distinct structural pressures on them, creating variation in 

form across cases. Moreover, in terms of importation, this should not be understood narrowly 



as the importation of criminal norms carried by individuals with pre-existing gang identities 

but also encompassing political, societal, and environmental ideologies, external to prison. 

These are important in differentially shaping the formation and behaviour of prison gangs. 

While importation theory might not help explain variation in where gangs emerge, it can help 

understand how the wider role of social and political processes outside prison can influence 

how power is exercised by prison gangs. In this sense, political, ethnic and religious divisions 

and collectivist and socio-economic class-based ideologies are important aspects that 

structure prison gang formation and content.  

Studies of organized crime suggest that the market for governance provision in prison 

should in principle move towards monopoly due to economies of scale, like any other 

protection market (Schelling 1971; Gambetta 1993). Assuming the economic incentive to 

extract rents from as many prisoners as possible, which prison conditions would allow the 

reach of a prison gang to spread and monopolize the governance function through individual 

prisons and across prison systems? We theorized that expansion would depend firstly, on a 

prison gang’s costs on monitoring prisoners; these costs are dependent on the freedom of 

information flow inside prisons. Secondly, expansion would also depend on the costs of using 

violence; these costs are dependent on the probability and severity of retaliation and 

punishment by prison administrations and other competing gang structures. Prisons around 

the world differ dramatically in a range of conditions that affect these two costs and, 

consequently, the probabilities of prison gang expansion. These conditions include: 

 

 architectural design of prison accommodation 

 levels of resourcing and corruption 

 staff-prisoner ratios  

 levels of overcrowding  

 the frequency of prisoner transfer from prison to prison  

 formal and informal policies of prison segregation  

 

Prisoners living in communal living conditions, such as the prison colonies of the 

former Soviet Union, have much higher degrees of interaction. In a country like Kyrgyzstan, 

there is simply no architectural resource to properly segregate prisoners. Thus, prisoners 

monitor each other easily and information flows faster. Overcrowding exacerbates this. When 



prisoners are transferred from prison to prison, as they are in Brazil (often to try to break up 

gang influence), this can enable gang norms and structures to transplant across an entire 

prison system. When prison systems are poor and cannot provide for the basic needs of 

prisoners’, survival-oriented governance mechanisms emerge that can take on predatory rent-

seeking forms and spread due to poorly paid and sparse staff-prisoner ratios. Where resources 

are lower and corruption higher, staff are more likely to be co-opted and to enable powerful 

established groups to embed a monopoly (Reuter 1983). This is particularly true if there are 

few architectural resources to manage fragmented gangs, such as reliable forms of spatial 

segregation. Thus, for example, in Brazil a staff to prisoner ratio of 1:137 (King and Valensia 

2016) creates a much lower likelihood that staff will be able to break up or segregate 

expanding gang structures. Moreover, in such contexts, corruption is more likely, leading to a 

higher likelihood that greater illicit resources are available for prison gangs. These resources 

include mobile phones, which vastly smooth coordination among prison gang members 

across and outside individual prisons. Finally, where for ideological or security reasons, 

prison administrations maintain formal or informal policies of segregating social, racial, class 

or ideology-based groups, this is more likely to produce fragmented and competing power 

centres rather than a gang-structure with monopoly power.   

 Brazil and the US are often held up as examples of prison systems where gangs have 

emerged and grown in power. Yet, on closer inspection the form these gangs are taking is 

quite different in these two countries. Brazil’s prisons have spawned monopolizing gangs that 

dominate entire states within the country. In the US, prison gangs often fail to monopolise a 

single prison facility and certainly not entire states. The factors listed above help explain 

these different outcomes. In most US states, though not all, prisons are relatively well-

resourced and staffed. They possess architecture designed for successful separation and 

segregation. For example, in California, prison administrations operate informal policies of 

racial segregation (Goodman 2014). Overcrowding exists but at a much lower level than 

Brazil (104% of capacity in the US versus 174% in Brazil). Gangs in the US struggle to 

expand past specific localities. Brazil’s system is overcrowded, corrupt, and the formation of 

monopoly power is supported by co-opted and relatively powerless prison administrations. 

Kyrgyzstan exhibits similarities to Brazil but the consolidated system of vory self-rule there 

is fully monopolised across the system in a large part due to the collective living conditions 

and frequent prison transfers that are a legacy of the Soviet system. For the impoverished 



prison administration, it is easier to co-produce governance with the vory monopoly structure 

than police fights between competing groups. 

While the environmental factors listed above can incentivize or disincentivize 

fragmentation and consolidation of gang structures, it is impossible to fully understand the 

variations in gang expansion in our cases without reference to the importation of political, 

social, racial and economic divisions from wider society. In Kyrgyzstan and Brazil, ethnic 

distinctions have been deliberately suppressed by appeals to social and political values that 

were imported into prison. Collective culture and communal social norms evident in the 

Kyrgyzstani prison system are a lingering legacy of communism (Piacentini and Slade 2015), 

resulting in the tendency to quash nationalism or ethnic self-expression. Regional and ethnic 

identities in Kyrgyz prisons are therefore subordinated to the ethnicity-blind structure of the 

vory, precisely to avoid conflict that might naturally occur in a country which has 

experienced serious race riots between Kyrgyz and Uzbek minorities. Similarly, in Brazil, it 

is difficult to explain the dominance of the PCC without reference to their socio-political 

context and ideological emphasis on unity, cohesion and solidarity. 

In contrast, in Northern Ireland, political division produced through decades of armed 

struggle played a significant role in explaining a lack of consolidation or hegemony by any 

one group. While a demand for governance is clearly important to explain the existence of 

paramilitary groups in the prison system in Northern Ireland, the fact that they organized 

along military lines and legitimated themselves according to their relationship with the 

British government can only be explained through the importation of political and social 

ideologies. These divisions were entrenched by policies that institutionalized segregation 

according to religious and political affiliation. In Macauley’s (2017) terms, prison gangs 

anywhere in the world possess varying amounts of immaterial resources such as trust, 

legitimacy, respect and fear and these resources cannot be separated from the narratives, 

symbols, ideologies and practices they import from the socio-cultural and historical 

environment they and the prison system exist within.  

 

 

Conclusion  

 

The literature we have reviewed here gives us far from uncontested answers to the 

questions of what prison gangs are, why they emerge and why they take the forms they do. A 



governance theory of prison gangs that defines them as centralized, hierarchical governance-

providing structures that engage in criminal activity is in the ascendancy in penological 

studies. Proponents of governance theory point to its explanatory power in showing why 

prison gangs emerge at certain times in certain places. We argue that while governance 

theory has many advantages, particularly in its successful application to many different 

empirical cases, there are dangers in neglecting the nuances and insights that deprivation and 

importation theories offer. These theories can help explain the expansion of gangs, their 

variation in reach – particularly the monopolization of the governance function – as well as 

their symbolic and ideological form, which itself can influence gang expansion, structure and 

content. We argue that, for the scholar, bringing to bear all three theories allows stronger 

analytical comparisons internationally, as well as over time, within and across jurisdictions. 

For the practitioner, thinking in multi-faceted and critical ways about the form, content, 

structure and reach of prison gangs can help shape interventions to create more nuanced and 

informed responses to purported gang problems. 

On the latter point and in conclusion, what does this exploration of the academic 

literature on prison gangs tell the practitioner more specifically? Firstly, we believe that the 

evidence that prison gangs are a response to prison conditions that produce prisoner demand 

for governance compels practitioners to consider an obvious alternative source of 

governance: prison guards. Are there enough guards? Are guards trusted? Does information 

flow to them? Can they intervene in a trusted way in inter-prisoner disputes? Are they viewed 

as legitimacy to counter narratives of injustice and illegitimacy from within and outside of the 

prison? Are guards supported by a prison system that provides enough of the basic goods that 

prisoners need without having to search for these in subrosa markets? Does the prison system 

provide for smaller capacity prisons, such that prisoners are not held in large masses and do 

not need to centralize informal governance in order to monitor each other and feel safe?  

Secondly, we have highlighted the empirical problem of identifying where 

decentralized survival-oriented informal governance stops and centralized prison gangs 

begin. The former is a natural response to the deprivations of prison and one that can produce 

public goods for the prisoner body. The latter may also produce public goods, such as an 

overall reduction in violence through its concentration, but is more likely to produce 

predation, abuse and instability. Once we employ the language of gangs, we can lose sight of 

the ways in which prisoner self-governance more broadly conceived could help create fairer 

prison systems and more engaged prisoners. Instead of trying to destroy this self-governance 



out of a fear of the development of prison gangs, practitioners would be wise to consider how 

a more transparent, prisoner-led and democratic order in prison might be possible through the 

co-optation of already existing forms of prisoner governance. Unfortunately, often solutions, 

such as new prisons and the complete isolation of gang leaders, are often touted in response 

to prison gangs, while the need to improve resources, have smaller staff-prisoner ratios, 

improve staff-prisoner trust and legitimacy, as well as create informal and formal 

mechanisms for genuine prisoner participation in the daily running of their environment is 

overlooked.  
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